CONSULTING AND SERVICES

Offer: Business exploration and inspiration
STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE

DISCOVER DEEP TECH STARTUPS & TRENDS

Navigate through our unique database of 5,000+ deep tech startups with a yearly license. Participate in a one-day workshop, learning how to discover deep tech trends, use cases, and markets, and identify startups who could take your products and processes to the next level.
The Deep Tech startups database

Analyse one of the largest (5,000 startups), and definitely the richest pool of deep tech startups:

- Selection of the best startups that have qualified over several editions of the Hello Tomorrow Global Challenge
- With detailed information about use cases, technology, milestones, business plans, and more (see next page)
- Filtered by Industry, Technology, Geography, Maturity, etc.

Provide your team the ultimate database to explore use cases, technologies & innovative business models with 5,000 detailed deep tech startups
With comprehensive features, tailored to your needs

**ACCESS**
our database online, on a yearly basis.

**DEFINE NEEDS**
and frame incremental or breakthrough innovation goals, identifying solutions with the help of our foresight and ideation methodologies.

**BROWSE**
by technology, maturity or industry, across our best 5,000 startups, selected annually by our industry, science and investment experts during our Global Challenge.

**DIVE**
into business models, use cases and technology specs with detailed descriptions written by the startups themselves.

**GET INSPIRED**
by cutting edge technologies, and connect and collaborate with the startups developing them.
Startup Information

FILLED BY STARTUPS THEMSELVES

General information
Problem & Solution
Product Type
Core Technology
Market
Business model
Technology Readiness Level
And more!
Help your teams to source solutions and get inspired efficiently

A ONE DAY WORKSHOP TO GET THE MOST OUT OF OUR DATABASE

**Identify your innovation goals**
Set your goals for incremental or breakthrough innovation (industrial problem, techno-push, market pull, trends scanning, ...) using our proprietary methodology. We help you to identify the impact or change on your industry, offering, or product dominant design.

**Ideate and get inspired**
Leverage the database to find solutions tailored to your needs and goals, and learn to navigate technological, market or use cases efficiently.

**Get acquainted with the Hello Tomorrow database**
Learn to explore the world’s richest deep tech database, to identify inspiring opportunities.

**Evaluate the potential of your solution**
through a pitching session with your team, build the case for your collaboration, leverage of a new technology or exploration of a new case
For more information contact Vincent Durand
vincent.durand@hello-tomorrow.org

See all our other offers here